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“The laser beams sliced through the wafts of smoke as 
the subwoofer pumped bass deep into the bodies of the 

crowd...”



“The atmosphere was ripe with a heady mix of synths 
and dancing. However something wasn’t quite right in this 

nightclub...”	




“Projected in bright colours above the DJ booth was 
futuristic text: moving, dancing, flashing...”



“This wasn’t fancy visuals, it was merely a projection of a 
terminal containing Emacs...”	




“The occupants of the DJ booth weren’t spinning disks, 
they were writing, editing, and evaluating code...”	




“This was a Meta-eX gig. The code was their musical 
interface and they were playing it live.”	
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What is Programming?





What can programming 
be?





How far dare we push 
programming into new 

territory?





What if programming 	

was not 	


engineering?

Thought Experiment:





Programming as 
Expression













Programming is a way of 
thinking



“A programming language is a tool that has profound 
influence on our thinking habits.”	


Edsger Dijkstra



"Programmers spend so much of their time 
in their own heads that trying to look at 

the world from someone else's viewpoint is 
a big shift" 	


Kent Beck



“A good programmer in these times does not just write 
programs, a good programmer builds a working 

vocabulary, in other words, a good programmer does 
language design though not from scratch but building 

from a frame of a base language.”	


Guy Steele



Programming as a learning tool









Develop New Schemes 
of Work













Programming as a form 
of dialogue



Programming as an 
experience



Liveness



Feedback



Exploration



Fail Early



Failure is Positive



Failure to perceive failure 	

is failure



Conceptual efficiency is 
as at least as important 

as computational 
efficiency
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